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Tens of thousands of individuals throughout 
North America have been blessed by the Lord 
through The Lutheran Hour radio program 
since it first aired in 1930. Yet, when you talk to 

many of them, they are surprised to hear that Lutheran 
Hour Ministries’ (LHM) work is much broader in 
scope—and that the Lord is using all aspects of that 
wider scope to bring people to faith. You might say the 
full span of LHM’s work resembles a best-kept secret.

That secret ended Aug. 4 at the LHM Celebration 
Event in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with more than 300 
supporters in attendance. Following a full day of 
updates from staff, volunteers, and individuals who 
have been mightily affected through the ministry work, 
LHM hosted a gala celebration in the evening to unveil 
SENT, a global initiative to proclaim the Gospel. 

“We want people to have the eternal hope and 
peace that comes from knowing Jesus as their Lord 
and Savior, and we will do whatever it takes to make 
that happen,” says LHM President and CEO Kurt 
Buchholz. “As our mission statement proclaims, we are 
committed to Bringing Christ to the Nations—and the 
Nations to the Church. That’s why the SENT initiative 
was brought into existence as a movement to send 
forth the Gospel in new and dynamic ways.”

“LHM is a global ministry that shares the Gospel 
message here in North America and around the world 

in effective and efficient ways … through indigenous 
foreign mission fields in more than 50 countries, 
cutting-edge digital media, Bible studies, animated 
and live productions, and so much more,” says Vickie 
Dankenbring, co-chair of LHM’s SENT National 
Leadership Council with her husband Jim. “We have 
been blessed to be part of several different ministries, 
but LHM represents the best talent we’ve experienced 
and is by far the most well run and impactful 
organization.”

The funding aspect of SENT was quietly launched in 
2015 with a goal to raise $242 million by the year 2020. 
It is with gratitude to God, and deep appreciation to the 
multitude of people who have already supported this 
effort, that the SENT initiative has already raised more 
than $161 million—a number that continues to grow 
each day! This includes more than $3.35 million raised 
by the attendees of Saturday evening’s gala celebration 
in Milwaukee.

With the unveiling of the SENT initiative, the secret 
is out! However, billions of souls worldwide have not 
yet heard of the Savior. He remains a “secret” to them. 
LHM now reaches more than 100 million people each 
week with the Gospel—and we pray the Lord uses 
SENT to introduce Him to many more.

“The truth is, when it comes to the Gospel, there is 
no secret,” says Buchholz. “We are not about keeping 

the message of salvation a secret. As the priesthood 
of all believers, we are called, equipped, and SENT to 
make that Gospel known to the more than three billion 
people who have little-to-no opportunity to hear of its 
life-saving message.”

For more than 100 years, LHM has been sowing seeds 
of biblically-inspired hope, love, and transformation 
throughout our communities and around the world. 
But this work is FAR from complete—and some of our 
greatest challenges lie ahead.

Two-thirds of the world’s population does not know 
Christ. More and more Americans—both inside and 
outside the church—are pledging allegiance to the 
“morality of self-fulfillment,” which is rapidly becoming 
the culture’s moral norm. Islam is the world’s 
fastest-growing religion and is projected to surpass 
Christianity in the second half of the century.

Today—RIGHT NOW—the call is urgent. Now 
there is a new opportunity for you to take a bold step 
forward with LHM. The ministry launched SENT as an 
expansive, holistic, multi-layered plan to answer the 
pressing challenges and realities of the 21st century. 
This initiative brings greater vision, clarity, and 
definition to the work LHM is already doing. To create 
the greatest impact for our friends, families, churches, 
communities, and world, the ministry focuses on four 
key areas.

Together, We Are SENT!

“…we are committed to ‘Bringing Christ to the Nations—and the Nations to the Church’ …”

LHM staff, volunteers, and supporters shared in the excitement of being SENT!

by Chad Fix



see next page
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God has called you, me, all of us, to share His love to those around us, which is 
why LHM tirelessly equips believers to live out and share their faith with boldness 
in everyday life. To do this, LHM has invested in three approaches.

First, LHM has partnered with researchers, developing a greater understanding 
of how Christians today can most effectively engage today’s evolving culture. 
A partnership with Barna Group has, so far, opened insights on the topics of 
Spiritual Conversations in the Digital Age and Households of Faith, allowing us to 
jointly publish our research findings.

Second, LHM has invested in equipping individuals or groups of all ages to 
share the Good News with others in their everyday lives. Last year’s launch 
of LHM Learn, an online curriculum designed for Christians to deepen their 
knowledge of outreach strategies, is serving more than 1,500 subscribed users 
who have already consumed over 2,000 hours of LHM Learn curriculum through 
19 courses in five faith-strengthening categories.

And third, developing resources like Gospel Adventures open a window to the 
world for individuals of all ages as they learn about God’s plan for global mission.

ENERGIZE, EQUIP, AND ENGAGE 
Laity for Outreach: GROW GOD’S KINGDOM 

through Expanded Media Outreach:

Together, We Are SENT! “I had no idea Lutheran Hour Ministries did all of that!”

Mass media proclamation of the Gospel has long proven a powerful tool for 
outreach by allowing people to connect through a variety of expanded media 
platforms like television, radio, print, and the internet. LHM is expanding on this, 
bringing the Gospel message to people wherever they are.

The results speak for themselves. Today, more than 1,800 radio stations in North 
America, combined with the American Forces Network, touch the lives of one 
million listeners a week by broadcasting The Lutheran Hour. LHM is constantly 
looking for new, effective platforms to expand the reach of this life-changing 
content, such as iHeartRadio, Spotify, plus a new Sunday morning timeslot 
airing at 10 a.m. EST on Sirius XM’s Family Talk Channel 131. The ministry is also 
evaluating the creation of new children’s specials, introducing God’s story to a 
new generation through cutting-edge animation. Looking forward, a new podcast 
network has launched, designed to target LHM’s 75,000 current supporters as well 
as new audiences of young Christians and non-Christians.

“We are not about keeping the message of salvation a secret … 
we are called, equipped, and SENT to make that Gospel known … .”

Photos for this article were taken during the LHM Celebration 
Event, August 3-5, at the Pfister Hotel in Milwaukee. More than 

300 supporters were in attendance to hear dynamic presentations 
about LHM’s four strategic priorities and celebrate the launch of 

SENT, a global initiative for sharing the Gospel that brings greater 
vision, clarity, and definition to the work LHM is already doing.
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Modern communication tools offer the potential to proclaim the Gospel to every 
unreached person on the planet. LHM is poised to do just that—to expand global 
outreach to the furthest corners of the earth.

But how can we reach so many and speak the Truth when we may not even speak 
the same language? LHM has developed a unique approach: from the inside out.

While many ministries send missionaries to foreign countries, LHM lifts up and 
equips local staff and volunteers who know the language, understand the culture, 
and can most effectively communicate the Gospel in their context. LHM focuses 
its international work on three emphases: by finding areas in our world where 
unreached people have little or no possibility of hearing the Gospel; in urban areas 
which statistics show have a higher concentration of people who have yet to hear the 
Good News; and in the emerging global youth culture, where there is a growing 
population of unreached.

Through expanded radio and online ministry, as well as strategic personal and 
holistic outreach, millions of lives are being reached—including people in new areas 
of the world. A media partnership with SAT-7 broadcasts new TV programming to 
reach most of the Middle East and North Africa. The launch of new social media 
platforms in the Middle East, as well as South and Central America, reaches tens of 
thousands of people with God’s message of hope and love.

ENGAGE COMMUNITIES 
in the Digital Mission Field:

BRING THE GOSPEL TO THE 
UNREACHED Around the World:

Statistics show that our country’s younger generations—even those raised 
within the walls of our churches—are choosing to walk away from church.  
Today, society teaches us that truth isn’t timeless … it’s relative. 

But there is one thing that isn’t changing. People everywhere are hurting and 
seeking more from this life. How do we start deep, authentic conversations with 
people about life’s tough topics? How do we connect with a younger generation 
that would rather search for truth on Google?

At LHM, the answer started with a bold, new idea. If we want to change 
tomorrow’s statistics, we must start with those who will live them out—our 
children and grandchildren. After extensive research, LHM launched THRED, a 
network of online content that ignites conversations with non-churched people 
on digital platforms to create personal connections that lead to community.

Since THRED’s launch in February 2017, the site has made more than four 
million unique impressions, a number that grows daily. Videos, articles, and 
discussions cover everyday topics that can have eternal ramifications. These 
people have made thousands of posts, shares, likes, and other forms of dialogue. 
Also, the THRED forum has engaged churched and non-churched people in 
discussions that open their eyes to Jesus and His message of love and hope.

THRED’s first year proved that the thirst exists for this type of discussion in 
the online space. Now, as we look to the future, LHM is determined to drive 
those conversations deeper and strengthen the emerging online community.

Since the SENT initiative has been introduced, Jim and Vickie Dankenbring, 
co-chairs of the SENT National Leadership Council, emphasize that it will take 
the “power of many” to make it an overwhelming success.

“God has shown us that He can do more through people like you and me 
than we could ever imagine—if we only allow ourselves to go where He is 
sending us,” says Jim Dankenbring. “With billions of people around the world 
living without the hope of Christ—not only in foreign lands, but also in our 
communities here at home—declining church membership, and the hesitancy 
of many believers to share their faith, LHM’s mission of Bringing Christ to the 
Nations—and the Nations to the Church is more relevant now than ever before.”

Reaching people and funding that process work together toward success.

“ … LHM’s mission of ‘Bringing Christ to the 
Nations—and the Nations to the Church’ 
is more relevant now than ever before.”

LHM Reach

FY 2020 Goal:

108 million

Current Reach:

101,023,695

FY 2016 Reach:

56,068,203

93%

SENT Funding Goal

Goal:

$242 million

Current Total:

$161 million

67%

Together… from previous page
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For more than 75 years, LHM’s international efforts have actively pursued 
the execution and achievement of a global mission of sharing the life 

transforming Gospel of Jesus with those who do not know Him. This is done 
through strategically-placed ministry centers around the world that are staffed 
by indigenous people who identify, develop, and use media resources in local 
languages that are culturally-relevant and attractive.

LHM’s international work focuses on the unbelieving world, with a specific 
emphasis on the unreached, urban areas, and young adults. Below are just a few 
ways that LHM ministry center staff, volunteers, and partners are being SENT to 
share the Good News of Jesus worldwide.

Chile: Pastor Adrian Ventura, the new pastor of the missional point in the city 
of Constitución, Chile, sets up a booth in the city and partners with volunteers 
to hand out LHM booklets to residents of the sector. LHM–Chile supports this 
mission by supplying advertising, the booth, booklets, and other materials. This 
ministerial work of Pastor Ventura was very well received by the neighbors of 
the sector and several contacts were made. We pray that these responses, with 
God’s help, will soon be connections to that local mission.

Middle East/North Africa: When the Lord opens the door, LHM’s team 
in the region is always ready to take the lead in ministry to refugee students. 
The LHM team recently visited a camp of Syrian refugees and had a unique 
opportunity to share the Gospel and love of Christ with students there. Through 
a science experiment that ministry staff performed for them, students learned 
how only grace through Jesus can cleanse us from every sin. No good deeds 
can remove our sin, but Jesus is Lord who cleanses us, saves us, and gives us 
eternal life. The students enjoyed the class and follow-up discussions about the 
experiment. The program also included games as well as refreshments.

Thailand: A recent Equipping the Saints outreach training workshop 
taught the normal modules to the 47 participants who came from five churches 
in the area. During the workshop, 19 children separated from the group and 
began studying LHM–Thailand’s children’s Bible Correspondence Course. 
The children enjoyed the study and finished Course One. At the end of the day, 
ministry staff received positive feedback from attendees and 36 people became 
commissioned volunteers and 27 attendees signed up to begin receiving weekly 
Gospel text messages of encouragement on their mobile phones.

Liberia: The ministry recently conducted a youth program designed to bring 
together church youths that were backsliding and community youths who were 
involved with substance abuse and addiction. They held counseling sessions and 
led Bible lessons that were followed by fun games at Cooper’s Beach on the 
outskirts of Monrovia. The event reached more than 50 youth. n

SENT in Culturally Relevant Ways 
by Chad Fix

To learn more about how LHM staff and volunteers 
are SENT internationally, visit lhm.org/international . 

LHM—Thailand girls show 
their recent bracelets . 

How can you get 
involved with SENT?

 » Energize, Equip, and Engage Laity for Outreach 
Explore lhm.org/resources to see all the ways       
LHM works to equip YOU!

 » Grow God’s Kingdom through                   
Expanded Media Outreach 
Download, listen to, and share LHM’s podcasts. 
Subscribe at lhm.org/podcasts.

 » Bring the Gospel to the Unreached                
Around the World 
Share LHM’s unique international ministry model and 
the message about our global work with others.

 » Engage Communities in the Digital Mission Field 
Watch THRED content, share it, and pray for God to 
work through THRED to reach people’s hearts.

 » Learn More About the SENT Initiative
Visit lhm.org/sent to read more about the four strategic 
priorities and how you can support this initiative.

Thank you for being part of this 
Gospel mission. Together, we are SENT! n

Chad Fix oversees the corporate communications of Lutheran Hour Ministries.

Event photos by Pam Rempe


